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Purpose 

This document will serve as a technical guide for sending MLB Melts to and from established Signiant 
Media Exchange Partners.  
 

Overview 

There are two destinations and sources on BASS1 and BASS2 that are tied into automatically sending 

and receiving content from content partners. In EMove, the destinations are “File Exchange BASS1” and 

“File Exchange BASS2.” These two root folders contain all of our external file transfer workflows. For 

example the MLB exchange workflows utilize File Exchange BASS2 and FOX Sports is located on File 

Exchange BASS1.  

When sending MLB melts, please be sure to transcode the content via EMove’s Advanced Move feature 

to “Sony XDCAM.” This will drop a XDCAM50 MXF on the destination folder you specify. This transcode 

option is available for both File Exchanges on BASS1/2. Double check that your Emove is connected to 

ipsectrlprodd by looking on the title bar of emove.  

 

Any other EMove control layer will not have this function. Reach out to Support Center/PSE Support if 

there is an outdated (Ctrl-arch1c) EMove client that needs to be reconfigured.  

 

Receiving Melts & MTR Processing 

If a melt is received, The Media Technology Request distribution list will receive an email from 

espnmftadmin with the subject of “SUCCESS: MLB_AGGREGATOR.  

 
 

At the very bottom of the email, you will see the file name of the video that was received.  

 
 

Someone from production might send an MTR that references this file as the one they are looking for. 

Be sure to check and cross reference when necessary. 

  



  

  

In the case of an MLB Melt being received from MLB teams and associated networks, the files will arrive 

in your EMove source of File Exchange BASS2/MLB/AGGREGATED_MELTS_RECEIVED  

 

 
 

Drag and drop the clip into the Quantel Server you would like it to end up in. The clip will be transcoded 

automatically. 

 

 

 

  



  

  

Transcoding and distributing content 

The melts or other content to send to content partners could be on BASS already, Quantel, or in the 

archive. There is a good chance that if a melt was archived, it would be in one of the ESSENCE BASS 

directories. Searching all of them for first could save power portal resources and transfer times. If the 

clip is not there, then grab from whatever source.  

In this example, Yankees requested that production provide them some recent Arizona footage. The AP 

published the content on QCut (either BCIO1 or BLD4). After finding the footage, right click and select 

“Advanced Move.” 

 

 

 

A window will pop up and will request you drag and drop a destination over. Since this was an ad-hoc 

request, you will drag and drop the “AD_HOC” destination to the space on the right.  

 

 

  



  

  

Right click on the destination and select “Sony XDCAM” as your transcode profile.  

 

After you have done that, go ahead and click “Start Xfer” 

 

  



  

  

Checking the transfer 

Once you have seen EMove complete the transcode, Signiant will automatically pick the file up and send 

to the respective MFT Channel.  

To see if the file has made it, log into mft.espn.com using the mediatechnolgy account and you can 

check the channel for the footage. 

 

 

Note: You may need to hit the blue refresh button on the bottom of the MFT page if the webpage has 

been open while a package was transferred.  

 

 

Troubleshooting 

For any issues, please reach out to the Support Center.  


